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ABSTRACT
With the upgrade of the National Weather Service network of weather radars to dual-polarization, it has
become possible to use the new radar moments to detect tornado debris. This study investigates the likelihood
of observing the tornado debris signature (TDS) at different geographic locations throughout the United
States given that an ongoing tornado is present. The likelihood of observing a TDS varies according to radar
geometry and the presence of materials that can be lofted by a tornado. To estimate the likelihood of
observing a TDS at different geographic locations, we employed datasets of range from the nearest radar,
lowest unblocked height of the radar beam, population density, and a normalized differenced vegetation
index (NDVI). We also modeled the relationship of tornado intensity and the vertical extent of the debris
signature. Maps for three distinct seasons in 2012 (spring, summer, fall) were generated identifying areas
where TDS detection would or would not be likely for tornadoes of EF0-EF2 and EF3+ intensities.
The study indicates that a tornado is likely to be depicted by a TDS on radar if it occurs in regions of
close proximity to the radar site, high population density or rich vegetation, and if the tornado itself is strong.
The signature is less likely to be seen for weak tornadoes, rural areas that have little vegetation, and regions
that experience beam blockage. Tornadoes of EF0 or EF1 intensities are unlikely to exhibit a TDS, and in
some areas, like the Gulf Coast, the TDS may only be observed for tornadoes of EF3+ intensity. The range of
TDS detection was also found to be limited in areas susceptible to tornadoes which included portions of the
Central Plains, Midwest, and Mississippi Valley.

present due to a tornado. Polarimetric radar
products allow forecasters to differentiate
meteorological from non-meteorological scatter
which is important for tornado detection.
The TDS can be diagnosed from several
polarimetric radar fields: horizontal reflectivity
(Z), radial velocity (Vr), correlation coefficient
(ρhv), and differential reflectivity (ZDR). The
criteria for TDS detection were initially specified
by Ryzhkov et al. (2005) as (1.) the presence of a

1. Introduction
With the nationwide upgrade of the National
Weather
Service’s
network
of
weather
surveillance radars to dual-polarization capability,
dual-polarization radar products are increasingly
being used in forecasting, especially for severe
weather. The tornado debris signature (TDS) is a
dual-polarization signature widely used by
forecasters to detect where lofted debris may be
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hook echo, (2.) ρhv < 0.8, (3.) a pronounced radial
velocity vortex signature, (4.) ZDR < 0.5 dB, and
(5.) Z > 45dBZ. Since then, other studies have
suggested modifications to some of the thresholds
used to identify a TDS (see WDTB 2011; Bodine
et al. 2012; Schultz et al. 2012a). Of the five
criteria, ρhv and ZDR are dual-polarization products,
with ρhv proven to be the most powerful in TDS
detection when collocated with a radial velocity
vortex signature (Ryzhkov et al. 2005).
Since meteorological and non-meteorological
scatterers have different polarimetric radar
signatures (Ryzhkov et al. 2005; Schultz et al.
2012a; Bodine et al. 2012; Van Den Broeke and
Jauernic 2014;) lofted debris can be depicted
through the use of dual-polarization radar. At S
band wavelength, ρhv values from 0.8-1.0 typically
represent meteorological hydrometeors while
values less than 0.8 indicate non-meteorological
scatterers (WDTB 2011; Schultz et al. 2012a;
NWS Louisville, KY). Irregularly shaped and
tumbling debris lofted by a tornado results in
anomalously low ρhv values that are well below
those of meteorological scatterers (Schultz et al.
2012a) and near-zero ZDR values that are typically
much smaller than surrounding areas (WDTB
2011).
There are limitations and caveats to the
signature. The correlation coefficient of large
hailstones could be within the TDS threshold
values of non-meteorological scatterers resulting
in false representation of debris (Van Den Broeke
and Jauernic 2014). Correlation coefficient values
may also be affected by the variability of the
differential phase within the radar resolution
volume; therefore, ρhv may be dependent on range
and ФDP (Ryzhkov et al. 2005; Schultz et al.
2012a). ZDR bias could occur based on radar scan
angles resulting in quality degradation (Ryzhkov
et al. 2005; Schultz et al. 2012a; Van Den Broeke
and Jauernic 2014).
Debris could also remain suspended in the
atmosphere for durations exceeding the life of the
tornado, resulting in a false TDS detection
depending on the tornado strength (Bunkers and
Baxter 2011; Schultz et al. 2012b). Sometimes,
there may be a confirmed tornado without a TDS
indicating that the vertical extent of the TDS is not
within the range of the lowest unblocked height of
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. #, No. #
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the radar beam. In some cases, a TDS may have
been detected without any reports of associated
damage or debris. This might occur due to a low
signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the inflow region of
the storm (Schultz et al. 2012b). Lastly, the areal
width of the TDS may be wider than the actual
tornado due to debris centrifuging (Dowell et al.
2005; Van Den Broeke and Jauernic 2014) which
might lead to damage paths being off center by 1-4
km in some areas (Carey et al. 2011; Schultz et al.
2012b).
Criteria to determine new TDS detection
thresholds have been researched extensively, yet
little research has been conducted as to how likely
it would be for a weather forecaster to observe a
TDS given that a tornado is occurring at a specific
location. This is because different geographic
areas and land classification zones around the
CONUS have different likelihoods due to their
being different distances from the radar, the radar
potentially being blocked by closer-in obstacles,
and varying heights or the radar beam above the
ground. In addition, differences in land surfaces
can impact the evolution of mesoscale convective
systems (Pielke et al. 2011; Kellner and Niyogi
2013). Kellner and Niyogi (2013) suggested that
changes in land cover might influence tornado
touchdown location because of the generation of
local vorticity boundaries. Recently, Van Den
Broeke and Jauernic (2014) examined spatial and
temporal characteristics of the TDS and
discovered that the range from the radar and
different land classification zones influence TDS
detection.
Determining the likelihood of observing a
TDS in different geographic locations of the
CONUS should be of importance to forecasters
since different environmental and societal
variables can influence TDS detection on radar.
This study expands upon the Van Den Broeke and
Jauernic (2014) study, but focuses on determining
the likelihood of being able to detect a TDS based
on the distance to the nearest radar, lowest
unblocked height of a radar beam, vegetation and
land cover, population density (used to define the
location of urban areas), tornado intensity, and
radar beam blockage due to terrain, or built up
infrastructure. This study also assesses the
relationship of the lowest unblocked height of the
2
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radar beam, tornado intensity and the vertical
extent of the TDS to the overall detectability of the
TDS since tornadoes of greater intensities tend to
loft debris to higher altitudes and feature debris
fields of greater areal width (Schultz et al. 2012a;
Van Den Broeke and Jauernic 2014).

Day Month Year

to determine which radar site would be used for
determining the distance to the nearest radar,
including situations where overlapping coverage
between two or more radars occurred. The midpoint height of the radar beam was computed
using the technique of Maddox et al. (2002). Half
a degree of beam width was then subtracted in
order to yield the lowest unblocked height not
affected by beam blockage.
The range from radar for TDS detection was
10-160 km for this study (Van Den Broeke and
Jauernic 2014, Schultz et al. 2012a). The midpoint
of each range group and the percentage of reported
tornado events that presented a TDS (see Table 7
in Van Den Broeke and Jauernic (2014)) were
used to create a regression model representing the
likelihood of observing a TDS based on range to
the nearest radar. The linear regression curve (Fig.
1) yielded the equation below used to calculate the
likelihood of TDS detection for each distance
within range of the radar.

2. Data and methods
a. Radar variables
Data used in this study were drawn from Van
Den Broeke and Jauernic (2014), who presented
statistics describing certain spatial and temporal
characteristics related to TDS observations (see
Van Den Broeke and Jauernic (2014) Tables 1, 2,
7, and 8).

(1)
Where l represents the likelihood of observing the
TDS, and d represents the distance from the radar.
The tornado intensity and vertical extent of the
TDS relationship was assessed by creating a linear
regression model based off the vertical extent of
the TDS data provided in Table 2 by Van Den
Broeke and Jauernic (2014) and the lowest
unblocked height of a radar beam dataset (Fig. 2).
The linear model featured mean and one standard
deviation values to create best fit curves (Fig. 3).
The minus-one standard deviation curve was used
as it best represented almost all tornadoes whose
debris field reached the given height before the
TDS would be detectable at a given location.
Using the lowest unblocked height as the input
variable for the equation governing the minus-one
curve (Equation 2 below), a map displaying the
tornado intensity needed to observe a TDS was
generated.

Figure 1. Likelihood of TDS detection based on range from
radar. Circles represent data points found from Van Den
Broeke and Jaurenic (2014). Range from radar (x-axis) has
units of km.

Radar variable datasets computed using the
Warning Decision Support System Integrated
Information (WDSS-II; Lakshmanan et al. 2007)
software included the distance to the nearest radar,
lowest unblocked height of the radar beam, and
lowest elevation scan angle corresponding to the
lowest unblocked height.
The lowest unblocked height represented the
lowest elevation of the radar beam above ground
level (AGL) in the volume scan that was not
affected by beam blockage. This variable was used
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. #, No. #
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Where cs-1 represents the minus-one standard
deviation curve and v represents the input variable
of the lowest unblocked height.

Day Month Year

representing tornado events that featured a TDS
(Table 1).
The 2012 Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI), 2010 North American population
density dataset, and USGS 1992 United States
conterminous land cover dataset were used to
determine how land cover affected TDS detection.
The vegetation index was provided as a raster by
NASA’s Earth Observatory Group (NEO) for
three months in 2012: April, July, and November
each representing a different season (Fig. 4a-c).
Vegetation values were classified into three groups
and their respective thresholds (Table 2) by
comparing index values with the 200-meter
resolution 1992 USGS Conterminous United
States land cover map. These sources were used to
identify regions of different land classification
types. Once the index values were determined,
they were matched with the respective land
classification type and the percentages were used
in generation of the TDS detection maps.

Figure 2. Lowest unblocked height of a radar beam. Units of
elevation are in km AGL. Black circles represent WSR-88D
radar sites. Range of each radar site is 10-160 km.

A

Figure 3. Tornado intensity (y-axis) and vertical extent of the
TDS (x-axis) relationship. Units for the vertical extent of the
TDS are in km. Tornado intensity represents the EF scale.

B

b. Vegetation, land cover, and population density
influence
Percentages of tornado events that featured a
TDS for different land classification types were
used in this study (see Table 8 in Van Den Broeke
and Jauernic 2014). Similar land classification
types were combined and a weighted average was
used to determine new percentage values
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. #, No. #

C
Figure 4a-c. NDVI images for spring, summer, and fall
(respectively) used to represent vegetation values. Index
values range from -1 to 1 with more “greenness” representing
values close to 1.
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The raster population density dataset was
provided by Columbia University’s Center for
International Earth Science Information Network
(CIESIN) and used to determine if an area was to
be considered an urban region (Fig. 5). Grid points
with a population density greater than 2,500
persons per square kilometer, were considered
urban and were assigned a likelihood percentage
value of 25.4 as discussed by Van Den Broeke and
Jaurenic (2014).

c. Determining overall likelihoods
Overall likelihood maps were generated for
determining the likelihood of observing a TDS for
the spring, summer, and fall seasons for two
different tornado intensity groups. The first sets of
maps were for tornadoes of EF0-EF2 strength, and
the second set featured tornadoes of EF3+
intensity. The raster datasets were all rescaled to
having matching degree resolution and map
projections and fused to generate the overall
coverage maps. These maps were generated by
combining the likelihood of TDS detection based
on range from radar, NDVI vegetation index,
population density, and the tornado intensity
needed to observe a TDS using Equation 2. The
minimum percentage value (a fuzzy logic AND
operation) between the four input variables at a
given location was tagged as the overall likelihood
of observing a TDS at that location given there
would be an ongoing tornado. It should be
emphasized that this is conditional on there being
a tornado on the ground, i.e., tornado climatology
is not taken into account – it is the likelihood that
a tornado at that location presents a TDS on the
NEXRAD network of radars.

Table 1. Land classification groups and newly determined
weighted average of events that exhibit a TDS.
Land Classification
%TDS
Water

19

Conif/Decid Forest

17.9

Urban

25.4

Grass/Soil/Crop

14.4

Table 2. NDVI Table. Vegetation index values based on
season and land classification groups.
Season/
Spring
Summer
Fall
Land Class. (April)
(July)
(November)
-0.1-0.1
-0.1-0.1
-0.1-(-0.016)
Water
Grass/Soil/
Crops
Decid/Conif
Forests

0.11-0.67

0.11-0.69

-0.015-0.64

0.68+

0.7+

0.65+

Day Month Year

3. Analysis and Discussion
The likelihood products can be visualized as
map products on any geographic information
system (GIS). The following section describes the
results found.
a. Coverage maps
Determining the distance to the nearest radar
was important for showing how well the TDS
would be detected. Ranges far from the radar
would result in the beam being too wide to
observe the debris signature while being too close
to the radar would require higher scan elevation
angles being used, or may result in no TDS
detection due to the “cone of silence”. It has been
noted in a study by Maddox et al. (2002) that
WSR-88D coverage is limited below 2 km AGL
over much of the CONUS. However, at 3 km AGL
much of the East Coast and Southeast United
States have coverage by multiple radars.

Figure 5. 2010 North American population density dataset.
Population density is measured in persons per square km.
Darker shades of orange represent regions of population
density greater than 2,500.

ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. #, No. #
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Figure 6. Range of TDS detection from the nearest radar.
Black circles represent WSR-88D radar sites. Each individual
radar site has a range of detection of 10-160 km.

Figure 7. Likelihood of observing a TDS given an ongoing
tornado based on range from the nearest radar. Likelihood of
detection is shown as a percentage. Range from radar is the
same as Fig. 6.

Figure 6 displays the radar coverage for TDS
detection throughout the CONUS. Over portions
of the East Coast and southeastern U.S., coverage
to observe a TDS is fairly complete out to 160 km.
However, tornado prone locations including the
northern Plains, central Minnesota, portions of the
mid-Mississippi Valley, and western Texas,
experienced areas of reduced to no coverage.
Further west, reduced coverage continued in close
proximity of the Rocky Mountains. This map
illustrates that it would be unlikely to observe the
debris signature given an ongoing tornado was
present in an area which surpassed the 160 km
range of detection.
Based on the regression model (Fig. 1) and
Eq. 1 discussed earlier, the likelihood of TDS
detection based on range from radar map was
generated (Fig. 7). Maximum TDS detection
occurred when tornadoes were within close range
of the radar, and detection rate decreased as range
increased. The maximum value generated was 52
percent representing a distance of 10 km away
from the radar. Most of the coverage values
ranged between 10 to 30 percent. It’s important to
note that this map was not influenced by tornado
intensity since weak tornadoes may not reveal a
signature at close range.

ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. #, No. #
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b. Vertical extent of the TDS, tornado intensity,
and lowest unblocked height relationship
Van Den Broeke and Jauernic (2014) reported
that as tornado intensity increased, the potential
for tornado debris to be lofted to greater aerial
extents increased. This seems plausible given that
stronger tornadoes have more vigorous updrafts
compared to weaker tornadoes. Figure 3 and Eq. 2,
displayed earlier, showed the regression model
and equation used. Incorporating the lowest
unblocked height of the radar beam (Fig. 2) as the
input variable in Eq. 2, the map featuring the
tornado intensity needed to observe a TDS was
generated (Fig. 8). If the vertical extent of the
lofted debris for a specific intensity was below the
lowest unblocked height elevation of the radar
beam, the TDS would not be detected at the given
location for that intensity. However, if the vertical
extent of the lofted debris surpassed the lowest
unblocked height of the radar beam, a TDS could
possibly be detected for the given intensity.
Based on Eq. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 8, a TDS
could be detected at most locations when an
ongoing tornado was of EF2 intensity or greater.
TDS detection for tornadoes of EF0 and EF1
intensity would be unlikely due to the vertical
extent of the debris field not exceeding the lowest
unblocked height of the radar beam AGL. Terrain
blockage is prevalent around the mountainous
zones of the U.S. as well as portions of the Central
6
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Plains where elevation increases. This would
require debris fields to be lofted to higher
elevations since the lowest unblocked height of the
radar beam AGL has increased, resulting in the
need for a stronger tornado. Along the Gulf Coast
and portions of the Eastern seaboard, an ongoing
tornado must be of EF3 or greater intensity to
observe a TDS. This may be caused due to the
topography the region exhibits, but also to the
radars position being elevated above ground level
more compared to inland locations.
As range from the radar increases, the lowest
unblocked height increases; therefore the tornado
intensity needed to observe a TDS would also
have to increase. This is noticeable by the red, and
light blue colors encompassing the perimeters of
certain radar coverage areas.

Figures 9a-c show incomplete coverage for an
ongoing tornado of EF2 intensity or less for
certain radars around the U.S. This is due to beam
blockage or increased terrain resulting in the
lowest unblocked height to be higher AGL which
meant a tornado of stronger intensity would be
needed to observe the TDS. However, given that a
tornado is ongoing and lofting debris, it would be
likely to observe the TDS in the southeastern U.S.
for most of the year, except for the Gulf Coast
which would require a stronger tornado. This may
be due to more densely vegetated areas as the
Southeast has abundant vegetation in the form of
deciduous and coniferous forests.
During the spring and fall months for portions
of the Great Plains, and Midwest, detecting a TDS
on radar would be somewhat likely (10-20
percent). This may be due to the available
vegetation the region has which would serve as
debris for the tornado. Portions of the Northeast
may also be more likely to observe a TDS for
tornadoes of EF2 intensity or weaker for all
seasons compared to the Central and Southern
Plains, especially during the summer. Highly
vegetated areas around the Northeast are prevalent
compared to the Central and Southern Plains
which feature mainly agricultural lands.
A TDS would also be more detectable in areas
with high population density. Urban environments
have the highest likelihood of observing a TDS
(see Van Den Broeke and Jaurenic 2014). WSR88D radar sites are positioned within close
proximity to urban centers (Fig. 5) increasing the
chances of TDS detection given the presence of
anthropogenic material urban centers have readily
available to be lofted by a tornado.
Figures 9d-f feature the likelihood of
observing a TDS for an ongoing tornado of EF3+
intensity, given that the ongoing tornado is of at
least EF2 strength. If it’s possible to detect a TDS
for an EF2 tornado at the given location, detecting
a TDS for a tornado of greater intensity is assured
since the debris field of the EF2 tornado is
exceeding the elevation of the lowest unblocked
height of the radar beam.
From these maps, the trend is similar for
tornadoes of EF0-EF2 intensity except that the
coverage is complete for each radar site
throughout the United States. Ongoing tornadoes

Figure 8. Ongoing tornado intensity needed for TDS
detection based on the model of Equation 2. Range of radar
detection is the same as Fig. 6. Color scale shown depicts EF
scale tornado intensities.

c. Overall likelihood maps
Overall likelihood maps were generated for
April, July, and November representing three
distinct seasons (Fig. 9a-f). The left column
featured tornadoes of weak intensity (EF0-EF2)
and the right column featured tornadoes of strong
intensity (EF3+). However, based on Fig. 8 above,
tornadoes of EF0-EF1 intensity were unlikely to
exhibit a TDS. Therefore, Fig. 9a-c would best
represent tornadoes of EF2 intensity only.
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. #, No. #
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Figure 9a-f. Overall likelihood of TDS detection. Figures 9a-c feature likelihood of TDS detection for EF0-EF2 intensities
during spring, summer, and fall months respectively. Figures 9d-f are formatted the same, except for tornadoes of EF3+
intensities. Red values depict most likely areas, while dark blues represent less likely to unlikely areas. Range of detection is the
same as previous images. Percentage values represent the overall likelihood, not probability.
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of EF3+ intensity are more likely to be seen in
areas of dense vegetation and near urban areas
close to radar sites. It would be likely (20-25.4
percent) to observe a TDS for ongoing tornadoes
of EF3+ intensity in portions of the Central Plains
during the spring. However, during the summer
and fall seasons, it would be somewhat likely (1020 percent) to observe a TDS in the Southern and
Central Plains unless a tornado was to travel
through an urban center. This is due to the
available vegetation and anthropogenic material
that would be lofted by an ongoing tornado.
The Midwest and Northeast exhibit seasons
where TDS detection is more likely to occur for
one season than during other seasons mostly due
to the increase and decrease of vegetation sources.

encompassing the lower Mississippi River Valley.
However, a majority of the East Coast features
complete coverage as does the Southeast.
Another notable result from this study
involved the elevation of the lowest unblocked
height of the radar beam along the Gulf Coast. The
lowest unblocked was noticeably higher along the
Gulf Coast compared to neighboring areas (readers
should realize that because the height is AGL, it is
counterintuitively higher in low-lying areas and
lower in hilly areas). Therefore, tornadoes would
need to loft debris to a greater vertical extent in
order for a TDS to be observed. This would mean
that a tornado of greater intensity, an EF3 in this
study, would have to be present to loft debris to a
higher vertical extent. This would become
important during periods of Atlantic hurricane
activity as hurricanes making landfall can
potentially have tornadoes disguised in the spiral
rainbands. These tornadoes are not usually of EF3
intensity, and so are unlikely to present a TDS on
radar, but may still cause substantial damage.
Future research regarding this project could
continue which would include incorporating case
study examples and different methods of analyzing
land cover and land use. Using different criteria
defining the TDS could also be applied, which
may yield a different dataset and different results.
A study analyzing how transition zones affect
tornado strength and TDS appearance could be
conducted. Although the available dataset is small
due to recent completion of upgrades to dualpolarization radar products, in future time a larger
dataset would be useful. Our modeling in the form
of regression equations would be made more
accurate with a larger dataset featuring more
events. Applying tornado climatology as an input
variable would also make these maps less of a
theoretical approach and more based on factual
data. Lastly, future studies analyzing different
polarimetric values for different land classification
types could result in new criteria used to
differentiate and possibly determine what form of
debris (i.e., grass, crops, building pieces) is being
lofted by a tornado.
It’s important for forecasters to remember that
the TDS detection infers that there may or may not
be an ongoing tornado, and that visual

4. Conclusions
Using data drawn from Van Den Broeke and
Jauernic (2014), coverage maps were generated to
best represent the likelihood of detecting a TDS
for an ongoing tornado at different geographic
locations throughout the United States. These
maps were generated from different environmental
and societal variables that influence TDS
detection.
Based on the maps analyzed (i.e., Figs. 2, 7, 8,
9a-f), region’s most likely to observe a TDS from
an ongoing tornado would need to satisfy the
following criteria: close proximity to the radar
which is not affected by beam blockage, an
ongoing tornado of at least EF2 strength, and a
region that is rich in vegetation (i.e. forests) or
within an urban setting with readily available
anthropogenic materials that could be lofted by the
tornado. Regions less likely or unlikely to detect a
TDS include locations at a greater distance away
from the radar, tornadoes of EF2 or less intensity,
and an area with little (i.e. crops, grass) to no
vegetation (i.e. soil) or anthropogenic materials
readily available to be lofted by a tornado.
Given the range of radar used for TDS
detection in this study, it can be shown that there
is little to no coverage in some areas that are
nevertheless susceptible to tornadoes. This
includes portions of the Central Plains, western
Texas, central Minnesota, Missouri, and regions
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. #, No. #
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confirmation should be obtained. There are
limitations to the signature which should be taken
into account during the forecast process. The
vegetation index and land cover parameters used
in this study are also subject to change year to
year. Therefore, forecasters should be aware that a
change in vegetation and land cover will change
the overall likelihood of observing a TDS for an
ongoing tornado. Forecasters should also take into
consideration tornado climatology for the United
States and also realize that observing a TDS for an
ongoing tornado only occurs about a quarter of the
time (Van Den Broeke and Jaurenic 2014).
Although the likelihood of seeing a TDS given an
ongoing tornado is high in the southeastern U.S. in
summer, this likelihood number should be
tempered by the fact that tornadoes very
infrequently happen during that time of year in for
the region. Lastly, the figures provided should not
be used as way of early detection or warning
process, but as part of the verification process for
confirming an ongoing tornado.
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